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ABSTRACT
Collaborative biomedical imaging research raises the issue of coherently sharing data and processing tools involved in multi-centric studies. Federative approaches are gaining increasing credibility and success to build distributed collaborative platforms. In the context of the NeuroLOG project, we designed the OntoNeuroLOG ontology as a cornerstone of our mediation layer. This contribution focuses on processing tools and is two-fold. We propose an extension of the OntoNeuroLOG ontology to conceptualize shared processing tools and enable their semantic annotation. Leveraging this modeling, we propose a set of semantic treatments aimed at easing their sharing, their reuse and their invocation in the context of neuro-data processing workflows.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.1 [Software]: Formal Definitions and Theory—Semantics, Syntax; I.2.4 [Computing Methodologies]: Knowledge Representation Formalisms and Methods—Representation Language

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Languages, Verification.

Keywords
Web Services, Semantic annotation, Web Services composition.

1. INTRODUCTION
Biomedical imaging research increasingly involves multi-centre studies, raising the issue of sharing (i) the data produced by the cooperating centers, and (ii) the processing tools to be used in those studies. Although more complex than centralized ones, federative approaches are gaining increased credibility and success, as can be seen with initiatives like the Biomedical Informatics Research Network (BIRN) and the Cancer Biomedical Informatics Grid (caBIG) in the US, and e.g., projects like @NeurIST in Europe. Especially, data integration in federated systems becomes feasible, thanks to ontology-based mediation [1]. The issue of sharing and reusing processing tools received less attention, yet. We present here our work focusing on the sharing of processing tools for neuroimaging research, carried out in the context of the NeuroLOG project. This project aims at developing a middleware to federate data repositories and to facilitate the sharing and reuse of processing tools to analyze the shared images. A key aspect of the NeuroLOG approach is the definition of an application ontology (called OntoNeuroLOG) to annotate the heterogeneous resources to be shared [2].

The NeuroLOG project¹ is a framework developed to share resources in the neuroimaging domain. By resources we mean brain images obtained using various imaging modalities (MRI, CT, etc. …) and image processing tools deployed as Web Services or composed as workflows. OntoNeuroLOG [3] is an application ontology designed specifically to provide common semantics of shared information throughout the system. The deployment of image processing tools as web services and their execution are ensured by the jGASW [4] software, which purpose is to create XML descriptions of their inputs, outputs and parameters. Besides, service composition is maintained by the MOTEUR [5] software which is an engine for defining strategies and policies through XML descriptions to match and invoke web services as well as orchestrate workflows. Both address specific requirements of image processing tools, such as coping with image formats and headers or more complex parameters.

Web Services are self-contained, modular applications, accessible via the Web [6], that provide a set of functionalities to businesses or individuals. As loosely coupled, reusable software they are designed to be manipulated remotely over a network and they have capabilities to invoke each other [7]. Web service composition [8] is a new trend and has been given a lot of attention in research, thus leading to manifold technological advances in the integration of web services, especially with Service Oriented Architecture SOA [9]. Increasingly, SOA is becoming among the most used technologies for integrating software resources by assembling autonomous web services, unfortunately there is a lack on common understanding due to the poor semantic expressivity of used documents for web services descriptions [10]. Indeed, Web services rely on XML descriptions like WSDL², UDDI³ or SOAP⁴ that represent an abstract interface of services and contain the basic properties in term of inputs outputs and capabilities.

SOA environment has emerged in the workflow domain and mainly addresses the issue of orchestration of web services according to the BPM (Business Process Management) [11]. From a process point of view, a workflow is composed of procedural steps, each of which is fulfilled by an activity performed by one or more of the services. From an SOA point of view, a workflow is a set of services, each of which interchanging data and information in a logical controlled way. Semantic Web and SOA provide solutions to handle web services reusability, composition, flexibility and interoperability [12] [13] [14]. The Semantic Web is

¹ http://neurolog.i3s.unice.fr/neurolog
² http://www.w3.org/TR/wSDL
³ http://uddi.xml.org/uddi-org
⁴ www.w3.org/TR/soap/
a set of technologies designed to make the resources accessible and understandable by programs and software agents. Semantic annotation based on ontologies is the most popular way of sharing information semantics. It is increasingly used and has become a most praised way to enhance resource sharing and workflow composition within SOA architecture in the biomedical area [7] [22] [25]. Indeed, by providing a common specification of shared entities, web services can be more easily linked to business processes. Beyond, ontologies help describing the information content of inputs, outputs as well as the capabilities of services, so that automated processing can be applied to them.

Eventually, we have at our disposal a well-defined ontology representing many entities relevant to the neuroimaging domain. We have also at our disposal two powerful tools for the advertisement and execution of images processing tools within the NeuroLOG framework. However, this is not sufficient to enable an effective reuse, especially due to insufficient information about the expected context of use of those tools. Indeed, the OntoNeuroLOG ontology encompasses the share of scientific studies and it is helpful for users to track the improving of those scientific studies over the time, but sharing concepts and conceptualizations is not enough to support the sharing and reuse of image processing tools. They require some specific semantic verification according to the neuroimaging domain expectations, thus, we should add semantics to better control that the execution and orchestration of the services meet essential constraints related to underlying business processes. Besides, actual reuse of the datasets produced along the execution of the web services requires that they be properly annotated with semantic information pertaining to the business domain. Indeed, this is not provided by the processing tools themselves, whose function is limited to creating the processed image files. Some complementary semantic processing must be achieved to provide such annotation based on available knowledge about the processing tools being used and existing context of the processing.

In other words, image processing tools are shared technically but, though they are based on quite poor XML descriptions, and so they remain difficult to manage. Also, processed information is frequently ignored because it is generally not well understood. More broadly speaking, we need to add metadata associated to services as well as to their execution context in order to ensure the appropriate design and use (i.e. invocation, composition) of the services and the appropriate use of the data resulting from their execution.

This paper highlights semantic requirements of image processing tools within the NeuroLOG framework and the proposed approach tackles 3 aspects of semantic annotation of image processing tools:

1°) Ensures semantic annotation of image processing tools (simple and composite) according to the OntoNeuroLOG ontology and allows the user checking whether such annotation makes sense and meets neuro-imaging expectations by implementing some specific verification algorithms.

2°) Verifies whether the composability is possible.

3°) Makes possible to infer new knowledge along the platform exploitation. This last point is achieved by adding rich semantic rules according to the nature of the image processing tool and the execution expectations. The new metadata are generated automatically from rules, and enriches the experimental platform and provides new valuable expert information.

OntoneuroLOG relies on DOLCE (Descriptive Ontology for Language and Cognitive Engineering), a foundational ontology that provides both the basic entities (at the top of the entities’ taxonomy) and a common philosophical framework underlying the whole conceptualization [3].

In this paper we present our ontology of the shared services and its usage. The ontology was indeed built in a bottom-up approach to facilitate the sharing, invocation and reuse of services in new image processing pipelines [15]. The following of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the background of the work, the section 3 describes the proposed ontology, as well as the semantic processing operations that produce and exploit semantic annotations based on this ontology. Section 4 provides further details on the implementation of semantic services and their integration in the NeuroLOG middleware. Section 5 highlights the added value of this approach, briefly situating this work with respect to similar modeling work, e.g. in the context of W3C, and draws some perspectives.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Semantic description and composition of web services

Over the last decade, the shift in emphasis from abstract specification based on XML language toward semantic description of various data processing in the field of life sciences has increasingly invaded the thoughts of all researchers and scientists. Today, we are all well aware of the need to add more semantics in the mechanisms of invocation, composition and orchestration of web services.

Among the first tools that have emerged, WS-BPEL [16] is the most popular and the most widely used language in the industry for defining the execution logic of the business process. It extends WS Description (WSDL) with an XML description and models behavioral aspects of services like business protocols. Some works interested in BPEL underline the different aspects of structural matching within it due to the lack of formal semantics and the heterogeneity of syntactic construct uses [17] [35]. Through the semantic web community, many standards have been proposed DAML+OIL, DAML-S [18], OWL 3 and OWL-S 6 which is an initiative which aims to facilitate automatic discovery, invocation, composition interoperation and monitoring of web services through their semantic descriptions. OWL-S supports a rich semantic description, namely (1) a profile that describes what the service actually does, (2) a process model that specifies how the service works in terms of inputs outputs preconditions and effects, and (3) a grounding that defines how the service is accessed. OWL-S adds precondition and effects to specify workflow coordination and service discovery. WS Description is based on the OWL language which is an extension of the RDF language by adding more semantic vocabulary (based on Description Logics) to describe concept properties and to allow more reasoning upon web resource content and capabilities. Such capabilities allow automatic selection, composition and orchestration of web services. However, reusability in the context of DOLCE is more complex challenge. WSDL-S 7 defines a mechanism to add semantics to WSDL, it was initially developed by the LSDIS lab of the University of Georgia, then refined by the W3C [19]. It consists in
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3 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/
6 http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
7 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSDL-S/
enriching the WSDL with ModelReference property by adding pointers to the application domain. The approach keeps annotation mechanisms separate from the semantic description to offer flexibility to select multiple semantic descriptions and frameworks. However, the approach presents some limits regarding capability of orchestration and composition of services mainly because there is no control construct mechanism implemented, and there is no implementation within other frameworks that use workflows to address this issue, therefore, the reasoning side is really neglected. Similarly, SA-WSDL\(^8\) allows selecting the most appropriate domain ontology and then mapping WSDL elements to respective ontological concepts [20]. WSMO [21] is a W3C submission that aims at offering a mechanism for automatic service mediation, discovery, invocation, composition and interoperability of services. It supports four basic concepts called top-level elements, which are (1) Ontologies (2) Goals (3) Web Services and (4) Mediators. Through the mediation layer WSMO addresses interoperability issue between loosely coupled web services, goals and protocols via the ontology layer. In [21], they use the WSMX which is an execution engine based on the WSMO specification to build an hybrid matchmaker by combining both syntactical and logical constraint matching. However, in the METEOR-S project, efforts are concentrated on the matchmaking between services based on multiple abstract specifications (WSDL, WSDL-S, SA-WSDL ...). Thus, WSMO enhances the capability of systems to discover, select and rank web services described using various frameworks.

### 2.2 Some existing solutions

Data integration in the biomedical domain is becoming more ubiquitous. Goble et al. emphasize the need for common, shared identities and names, the need of shared semantics and stable access mechanisms, and the role played by standards to alleviate heterogeneity and data sharing problems [10]. The problem is spreading up the interoperability, composition and discovery of resources (i.e. data or services) and the need of shared semantics to enable reasoning [8].

In [22], the authors alleviate the problem of heterogeneity by fostering an additional level of description of Web services called pragmatic or contextual knowledge, which is an intermediary layer to share and underline conceptualizations coming from various domain ontologies. The contribution is focused on enabling automatic composition of service in medical domain. The approach emphasizes the need of this kind of layer to bridge the gap of heterogeneity of ontological frameworks. Our case is approximately the same, indeed, by using shared domain specific terms from the OntoNeuroLOG.

By the way, ontologies are gaining increasingly a confidence of use in order to enhance data mediation. For example, the BIRN project [23] funded by the National Center for Research Resources (NCRR), provides a data sharing structure for sharing data and services in the biomedical domain. The data mediation within the BIRN project is based on ontologies to structure the domain vocabulary and on rules to enrich the knowledge base. However, the BIRN architecture enables participant groups to deploy their own workflow engines (such as the LONI pipeline). Some tools deployed at the partner sites of BIRN can be invoked with local or distributed data [24].

Due to its efficiency, interoperability, scalability and simplicity of integration, SOA gains more and more attention in the biomedical domain and various disciplines. The Living Human Digital Library [36] built a SOA-based biomedical digital library infrastructure to share multiscale data resources and data processing. SOA solves various problems like heterogeneity by decoupling real execution and interoperability among services, and enables reuse of processing algorithms. In SOA environments the workflow is represented as a set of web services. The SOA approach enables federating data access and analysis across different institutional and disciplinary sources and leverages a standard interface with which users can use, compose, and invoke services. Web services are software components that can be accessed by other software. Many efforts are focused on the automation of service composition; mostly they speak about semantic models. The BioMOBY is an open source framework aiming at exploring web services deployed on shared registries. There is a lot of works in the semantic domain that rely on BioMOBY framework, for example in [25] the authors use a semi-automatic approach to facilitate service selection, composition and execution within the BioMOBY framework. Their approach is based on an interaction model that defines the types and roles of inputs and outputs and how services interoperate. It (1) provides composition and re-composition of workflows that already exist, (2) enhances the selection algorithm by hiding not interesting bindings (3) visualizes results in a timely way. To fulfill users’ requirements a lot of algorithms are discussed like type compatibility, graph construction and ranking.

In [26] the authors explain that the TAVERNA [27] workflow enactment of BioMOBY together with the MyGrid, allow semantic discovery and composition within grid technologies. Taverna is a software created in the context of the MyGRID project aiming at providing an infrastructure to design and execute scientific workflows to help in silico experimentation. MyGrid is a project aimed at sharing grid skills through resource sharing technologies, using therefore higher throughput data coming from the bioinformatics domains [28]. All those skills are gathered in the MyExperiment environment [29] to share new workflows and experiments. Similarly, @NeurIST project supports integration of heterogeneous resources for the treatment of cerebral aneurysms. Like most similar frameworks, system mediation is based on ontologies [30] and mapping schemas. The middleware layer represents the cornerstone of the application. It is composed of infrastructures dealing with security layer [31] via SOA, WSDL, SOAP and web service architecture [32].

The next section presents our contribution to overcome heterogeneity and lack of semantic interoperability issues in the context of the NeuroLOG framework.

### 3. METHOD

Sharing processing tools in a federated system requires overcoming the heterogeneity of their implementation. This issue has two facets. The first is of a syntactic nature, and deals with the practical way of selecting the corresponding software (e.g. from a repository) and of invoking it. The second is of a semantic nature and concerns the homogeneous and consistent definition of the classes of processing in an application domain and of the related data being processed. In NeuroLOG, the syntactic problem was addressed through encapsulation in Web Services (WS) that can then be invoked in a homogeneous way throughout the federated system. This was achieved thanks to a software component called jGASW that wraps legacy application codes with a standard WS
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8 http://www.w3.org/TR/sawsdll/
invocation interface and instruments them for integration. The semantic issue is discussed below in this section.

3.1 Ontology of Web Services processing tools
(In the following, the classes and properties of the ontology are represented in courier font and the properties denoted in italics).

The definition of this ontology was made using the common modeling framework used throughout the NeuroLOG project [3]. It relies on the foundational ontology DOLCE and on a set of core ontologies modeling key entities that are involved in different domains. Our model of WS highlights a few notions that are classically involved in WS specification such as the notions of interface (ws INTERFACE), operation (ws OPERATION), input and output variables (INPUT-VARIABLE, OUTPUT-VARIABLE). Besides, the model introduces relationships with the classes of data processing that a particular ws OPERATION implements (such as rigid-registration or segmentation), as well as with the classes of entity that the input and output variable actually represent.

For example we add the precondition ‘input1 and input2 must refer-to the same dataset class’ or the postcondition "output1 must refers-to the same subject or group of subjects to which the input1 refers-to". We have conceived an annotation method used at the tool design time and set up a mechanism to automatically generating such rule. This annotation method consists in adding links between the condition and the classes of concepts with which it interacts: for example via the concerns data property we link inputs and outputs of the concerned service and the data processing that we intend to carry out.

We hypothesized that human experts use their own domain knowledge to define some kinds of rules. Those kinds have a common sense over processing and tools. The Has-type data property defines the kind of the pre/post-condition (SameClassOf, refersTo ...). Finally, the model includes a notion of orchestration (orchestration), which models how a ws OPERATION can rely on other ws OPERATION to execute, thus composing a workflow (Fig. 2.). This involves a mapping entity (mapping), and three specializations (called i2i-mapping, o2i-mapping and o2o-mapping) that express how the « global » input and output variables (i.e. referring to the orchestrated operation) are connected to the « internal » input and output variables.

Figure 1. Semantic model for describing image processing tools

Indeed, OntoNeuroLOG defines within our application domain taxonomies for (i) the classes of data processing (denoting the actions performed by image processing tools), and (ii) datasets, a common abstraction for all kinds of images and roles of data processing tools [3]. For image processing tools those taxonomies represent inputs and outputs data types and tools functionalities. The major problem here, is the semantic that those taxonomies express according to the DOLCE, in fact, they cannot be instantiated (this will be discussed in discussion section). Therefore, according to this expectation, we define dataset concept and data processing concept taxonomies; concepts replace concepts of aforementioned taxonomies and can be instantiated according to the foundational ontology DOLCE.

Indeed, based on DOLCE and on the core ontologies used in OntoNeuroLOG, we choose to specifically use the refers-to relation that basically links representational entities (e.g. Propositions) to the actual entities that they represent.

Through pre/post-conditions our aim is to represent explicitly the conditions for a relevant use and understanding of the service as well as the data that the service allows to produce.

Figure 2. Semantic model for describing the composition of image processing tools as workflow

A second aspect of this ontology deals with the execution of operations (ws OPERATION-execution). This entity allows « provenance » information to be represented (Fig. 3.), e.g. to relate a particular ws OPERATION-execution to the specific values assigned to the input and output-variables, as well as the relationships to the entities that they represent.

Figure 3. Model of semantic execution of image processing tool
For example, variable-value refers-to some particular allows to express that a particular variable-value instance represents in fact a particular image, e.g. a T1-weighted-MR-dataset instance.

A third aspect is the grounding between a concrete realization of services and flows and the semantic descriptions.

Figure 4. Model for the generic grounding of simple or composite image processing tool

Neither jGASW (for jGASW tool) nor GWENDIA (for MOTEUR tool) descriptors actually contain the notion of operation found in WSDLs; they have only inputs, outputs and mappings. For this reason we add base-document representing the descriptor and argument which represents the inputs or outputs of the service. At execution time they are known using the Has-id data property and they are linked to the inputs and outputs variables defined within the ws-operation of the service via the Refers-to-input and Refers-to-output object properties.

The ontology is represented in OWL, and uses the OWL-Lite subset in order to cope with the limitations of the reasoners used in our implementation.

3.2 Semantic services

In this section we describe the set of semantic services implemented within the NeuroLOG framework.

- Semantic annotation of simple and composite services, according to the model described above. This module is executed when a user annotates a service. It consists on the one hand in specifying the class of processing realized by this service and on the other hand the classes of entities that are involved in the processing, as inputs, outputs or parameters. The operation itself consists in checking the consistency of these specifications. Service grounding is also involved. Basically, annotations rely on the raw XML files (i.e. jGASW descriptor or GWENDIA descriptor)

Validation of an orchestration is executed when a user builds a new workflow involving existing WS operations. The processing consists in ensuring for each of the mappings of this workflow that the classes of entities referred-to-by the input and output variables are consistent (i.e. source subsumed by target)

N.B. Consistency is valid if orchestration is valid and type compatibilities between all mappings are valid.

Annotation is valid if compatibility between operation and data processing is valid.

- Semantic invocation of simple and composite services: This operation is executed when a service is invoked. It ensures that the real instances selected by the user (e.g. a Dataset) and assigned as variable values actually meet the constraints specified in the semantic annotations of the service. In practice, the semantic service checks whether the class of this instance is subsumed by the class of value (Dataset-concept) that is-referred-to-by the corresponding Input-variable. As a result real produced images get the data type from the Output annotations.

- Generating and applying rules to produce metadata: we can add rules to services according to the model described above. At the execution time, rules will be generated automatically from their descriptions. Thus, concerned variables will be substituted by real values used or produced. When the rule is applied metadata are added to the knowledge base.

- Check Compatibility between data processing class and operation (Roles and Types): This service allows users to ensure that the operation is compatible with data processing selected by the user at annotation time. The algorithm is the following: first we create a temporary class new_data_processing class relatively to the current operation, then we will try to convert relations between operation, inputs and outputs to axioms and add them to the new_data_processing class. Thus, for every relation has-input has-output we count the number of inputs grouped by dataset concept nature to extract the cardinality of the axioms that we try to add.

The definition of data processing differs from the definition of operation and uses different object properties thus requiring the third step, explained hereafter. It consists in selecting the appropriate object property for the construction of the axiom according to the nature of the dataset referred by dataset-concept. For example, the (1) (has-input i1 refers-to Mr-dataset-concept refers-to Mr-dataset) is substituted by has-for-data-at Mr-dataset, and (2) (has-input i1 refers-to floating-dataset-concept refers-to floating-dataset) and (has-input i1 refers-to Mr-dataset-concept refers-to Mr-dataset) both are substituted by has-for-floating Mr-dataset. Otherwise, if the class referred by the concept corresponds to a role in OntoNeuroLOGi, then we replace the has-for-data-at object property by the adequate relation (i.e. bearing the semantics of the corresponding role) and add them as axioms to the temporary class already created. For example, floating-dataset is a role, then should be replaced by the has-for-floating-dataset object property. Thus, we have a new data processing class having the adequate relations and datasets according to the operation. The last step is to add the new new_data_processing class with axioms added above as subclass of the class referred by the data processing selected by the user, and then, classify and check consistency. If the ontology is consistent then the annotation is valid. Semantically, the functionality of the tool is agreed (i.e. has-for-data-at has-for-result-at object property describe outputs in the data processing) Fig. 5. Shows an illustrative example.
4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

Integration in the NeuroLOG middleware: Figure 6 depicts the NeuroLOG platform architecture with a particular focus on the sharing and invocation of neuroimaging processing tools. This deployment shows three collaborating sites A, B, C and an end-user interacting with his/her proper gateway (Site A) through the client application. Processing tools are syntactically described and instrumented as relocatable bundles through jGASW [4] to enable their deployment and invocation on various computing infrastructure. The MOTEUR2 [5] component enables the design of new experiments as scientific workflows and is responsible for their enactment.

Semantic treatments proposed in section (B) are called either by the user interface (tab dedicated to the semantic annotation of processing tools), or by the workflow enactor (MOTEUR2). Semantic annotations are managed through local RDF triple stores implemented with the Jena API.

Implementation of semantic services: The « Semantic annotation of a processing tool » is accessible through the GUI and enables a user to load the jGASW or GWENDIA descriptor and present the taxonomy of the dataset and data processing concepts, so that the user can select them and associate them to the web service operation being annotated.

This operation uses the HermiT reasoner in order to check the satisfiability of the class of data processing defined by the user.

Here some RDF triples representing the semantic description with orchestration of two jGASW services (enrichment of wfEx12V01.gwendia file):

```
<ws:BaseDocument rdf:about="&wf;baseDocument-wfEx12V01.gwendia_416"/>
<ws:has-argument rdf:resource="&wf;inputArgument-Ex1input1_417"/>
<ws:has-argument rdf:resource="&wf;inputArgument-Ex2input2_419"/>
<ws:has-argument rdf:resource="&wf;outputArgument-output1Ex2_421"/>
<ws:has-argument rdf:resource="&wf;outputArgument-output2Ex2_423"/>
```

Figure 5: Semantic verification between operation and data processing annotation

Figure 6: NeuroLOG Architecture
This annotations block represents semantic annotations of a GWENDIA file describing a composite service; this service uses two elementary services (the first one is the De-noising service and the second is Segmentation service, their description is not presented here). We use CORESE to retrieve the semantic annotations of internal services from the semantic repository. We remark here that there is no grounding of operation but there are groundings of inputs, outputs and necessarily the GWENDIA file (basedocument). This grounding is sufficient to build an orchestration. In fact, mappings are detected from the GWENDIA file. The « Validation of an orchestration » operation also proceeds using the HermiT reasoner. The validation of the consistency of the operation and the data-processing referred by this operation is done using the OWL API and the HermiT reasoner.

The « Invocation of a processing tool » operation uses the semantic search engine CORESE [33] to retrieve the semantic annotations associated to the datasets (i.e. images) selected by the user. Then it uses HermiT to check whether the classes to which the selected datasets belong are subsumed by those specified in the processing tool annotations, concerning the related input variable. We query the semantic repository using CORESE to select the semantic annotations of inputs.
The precondition and effects or postconditions are in CORESE format: Example of postcondition:

Use case: After the invocation of the registration tool we need to save in our semantic repository that the resulting registered image concerns the same subject or group of subjects as the floating image used in the registration process. The rule aims at providing more semantics about generated data that registration tools cannot provide, since they focus on the geometrical problem of registration only.

Semantically the rule has as term "refersTo" (discussed section 3.1 pre/postcondition annotations) types are (predefined in the knowledge base by the specialist) and is described as: The Output1 must refer to (refers-to data property) the same subject or group of subjects as Input1 does.

tool: http://www.irisa.fr/registration.owl (description of the tool);
ws: http://www.irisa.fr/web-service-owl-lite.owl (Ontology of web services); dp:http://www.irisa.fr/data-processing-owl-lite.owl

(Ontology of data processing) rs: http://www.iris.fr/resource.owl (temporary resources extracted from semantic database (instances of dataprocessing concepts…))

tool:postC1 ws:has-type "refersTo"
tool:postC1 ws:concerns dp:Registration
tool:postC1 ws:concerns tool:input1

tool:postC1 ws:concerns tool:output1

Rules are expressed according to the CORESE format. They allow adding metadata to the newly created data, through a three-step process: (1) adding concerned RDF triples, (2) generating the rule in CORESE format and (3) applying the rule. The resulting metadata can be queried by means of a specific query. CORESE rules are made of simply two blocks (if-then). The first contains a SPARQL query to select the concerned RDF triples and the second generates the annotations.

For example, to generate the if-block of the rule described above we create the RDF triple for selecting the value used for such variable-value (ex.: tool:postC1 ws:concerns tool:input1 tool:input1 ws:has-value ?inputvalue1), to select the dataset affected at execution time to this value we add (?inputvalue1 iec:refersTo ?dsinputvalue1) and to select the subject or the group of subjects we add (?dsinputvalue1 iec:refersTo ?particular1)

Those RDF triples are generated automatically from the description of the rule.

The next block describes the rule in CORESE format:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE rdf:RDF [
<!ENTITY cos "http://www.inria.fr/acacia/corese#">
<!ENTITY rdf "http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<!ENTITY rdfs "http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
<!ENTITY xsd "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">
<!ENTITY owl "http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#">
<!ENTITY ws "http://www.irisa.fr/web-service-owl-lite.owl#">
<!ENTITY iec "http://www.irisa.fr/iec-owl-lite.owl#" ]>

<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdfs="&rdfs;" xmlns:cos="&cos;" xmlns:owl="&owl;" xmlns:xsd="&xsd;" xmlns:ws="&ws;" xmlns:tool="&tool;" xmlns:iec="&iec;">
<cos:rule cos:name = 'tool:#postC1'>
<cos:if>
<!- According to the input concerned (&tool:#postC1 ws:concern tool:input1) we select the variable value created while execution -->
tool:input1 ws:has-value ?inputvalue1

<!- For inputvalue1 we select the image (dataset) selected by the user (images are already annotated and stored in the knowledgebase) -->

?inputvalue1 iec:refersTo ?dsinputvalue1
<![-- For dinputvalue1 we select the particular (subject or group of subject) to which it refers to -->
?dinputvalue1 iec:refers-to ?particular1
</cos:if><cos:then>

{ <!-- According to selected values we add meta data that consist in (the image generated must refers to the same subject or group of subject (particular1) that the input1 refers to -->
?dsoutputvalue1 iec:refers-to ?particular1 }
</cos:then></cos:rule>
</rdf:RDF>

**Figure 7: How to generate rules from semantic annotations**

Every pre/postcondition contains its own SPARQL query which is automatically generated from its annotations, for example:

```xml
PREFIX reg: <http://www.iri.fr/registration.owl #>
PREFIX ws: <http://www.iri.fr/web-service-owl-lite.owl #>
PREFIX iec: < http://www.iri.fr/iec-owl-lite.owl #> Select * where { reg:postC1 ws:concerns ?outputvariables
?outputvariables rdf:type ws:output-variable
?outputvariables ws:has-value ?outputvariablevalues
```

If in the semantic repository there are RDF triples that associate the input image to the subject subject1, for example:

**At annotation time:**

tool:registration-operation ws:has-input tool:input1
tool:registration-operation ws:has-output tool:output1

**At execution time:**

tool:input1 ws:has-value rs:valuesinput1
rs:valuesinput1 ws:refers-to rs:dataset1 (given by the user)

**Triples generated after execution:**

tool:output1 ws:has-value rs:valuesoutput1
rs:valuesoutput1 rs:refers-to rs:registered-dataset1 (created)

**In the knowledge base we have the fact:**

rs:dataset1 iec:refers-to rs:subject1

then, the metadata created should be:

rs:registered-dataset1 iec:refers-to rs:subject1

### 5. DISCUSSION

The reuse of processing tools in federated systems is hampered by the heterogeneity of their implementation. Encapsulation into WS allows invocation aspects to be homogenized. Semantic heterogeneity is a more complex issue. NeuroLOG is addressing it through the definition of an application ontology that provides explicit definition of both data processing classes and of the dataset classes to which such processing apply or from which they result. In addition, NeuroLOG uses this notion of service to achieve a clear exposition of the function of processing resources. For example, the various capabilities of image registration software may lead to defining several services, each of them exploiting a particular set of capabilities toward a single function, e.g. anatomical normalization to a template, or rigid registration of images belonging to a single subject. This approach allows the service interface to be simplified and the application context to be more clearly understood. The explicit reference (via the semantic annotations) to a data processing class, together with the specification of allowed values for input data provide additional capabilities to ensure that the essential constraints for an appropriate use are actually fulfilled. This should avoid misuse and then facilitate relevant reuse by non-specialist users.

Our model of WS shares an underlying conceptualization with models submitted to W3C (OWL-S, and WSMO), however its modularization is different as a consequence of a different modeling strategy. In line with e.g. [34], our aim is to define rigorously the concepts at stake by specializing a set of already defined concepts in an ontological framework structured by the foundational ontology DOLCE. Moreover, this model is consistently integrated in a larger one including a model of processed data (datasets) to account for the latter’s provenance.

OWL-S and WSMO are still a W3C member submission designed to clarify the semantics of Web services. OWL-S aims to improve the expressiveness of web services and add semantic reasoning capability in order to discover, invoke, compose and manage Web services. WSMO tries to overcome the problems of heterogeneous data and protocols with mediators. The main objective of WSMO is to automate most of the discovery process, selection, composition, mediation and execution of web services. WSMO adds thereto the following objective: A strong decoupling between components and a central role in mediation. One of the fundamental principles of WSMO consists of the total separation between the different elements involved in the composition of Web services.

WSMO and OWL-S use sequence and control construct to manage workflow execution over the time and the order of execution. Here the jGASW and the MOTEUR software actually do that. Thus we do not need control construct and sequences in our model. Eventually, semantic invocation is triggered by MOTEUR, indeed, it has a pointer to the IRIs of the ws-operation instance for every execution of a service or workflow that will be executed over a workflow. W3C submissions are complicated and oblige us to use some technical detail that we do not need like lists and sequences. Similarly, WSMO is generally used for the mediation and is not adequate with our work. However, our model is very sampler and can be reused. It does not oblige someone to use mandatory the reasoning mechanisms also it lets the possibility to be enriched by other ontologies over the interface class.

WSMO defines orchestration to: (a) ensure behavioral aspect while composing web services, by matching them using their
declared choreography, (b) facilitate the reuse of service combinations, and (c) enable client constraints to be checked [39]. Therefore, a choreography in WSMO describes the behavior of the Web service from a client's point of view. The client may be either a human user or an agent acting on behalf of a user.

The SOPHIE solution [40] (Semantic web services chOreograPHic servIceE) is also a choreography description that follows WSMO. It tries to overcome heterogeneity by adding some solutions to overcome the lack of technological independence, the lack of clear structural, behavioral and operational models, and heterogeneity of message exchange. For example, messages can be sent/received in a different order than expected, or can be non-compliant with respect to the expected behavior of the other party (sequence and cardinality mismatches), the structure or the format of exchanged messages can be incompatible (structural incompatibility), or different terminological conventions have been used for representing encoded concepts (semantic incompatibility) [41]. SOPHIE introduces business alliance. The common goal of such semantic approaches for business alliances is to automate interoperability processes between heterogeneous businesses which are providing various information by referring to their own knowledge structures. This framework acts without paying attention to the control flow or to nature of processed service. In contrast, our work deals with this aspect through the validation algorithms especially the verification between operation and data-processing class. However, the improvements for choreography in SOPHIE can be adopted and used for the automatic selection and discovery in the context of our framework, essentially, cardinality and format of exchanged messages.

In the neuroimaging area, web services involve specific input or output data; for example to detect brain tumors, de-noise and realign MRI images, thus, WSDL based on poorly formatted XML documents are not expressive enough for the building of biomedical workflows chaining multiple web services seamlessly and in an interoperable way. On the other hand, SOA-based web services are still a means to integrate web services; however, it still lacks semantics and composition to ensure their interoperability. Furthermore, our proposition avoids enriching jGASW WSDL because they have a specific format and are understandable only by jGASW Engine. Thus specifications like OWL-S and WSMO could not use this kind of WSDL.

As seen earlier, most standard specifications have grounding based on WSDL documents, generally enriched by XML or other kinds of documents. Such an approach was not sufficient to meet the neuro-imaging domain expectations. To overcome this problem, we enhanced the semantically poor standard WSDL files created dynamically by jGASW (for single tools), and similarly we enhanced the GWENDIA files generated by MOTEUR (for composite tool) thus adding the necessary semantics based on our web services ontology, in order to enable the reasoning that was needed to safely invoke and compose our services.

By rules we have extended the expressivity in two levels: first, the annotations second the execution; contrary to others works which use rules for the semantic behavioral aspect we tried simply to add more semantics to neuroimaging knowledge base. New rules added to the semantic annotation of services to supplement the knowledge base, may also lead unpredictable results for example add new roles or nature of some images saved in the relational databases.

In the neuroimaging area web services have sometimes complex input or output data structure and a large computation time; for example to (detect brain tumors, de-noise and realign MRI images...), thus, WSDL based on poorly formatted XML document are not expressive enough for the building of biomedical workflows by chaining multiple web services seamlessly and make them interoperable. Similarly, SOA-based web services are still a means to integrate web services and make them interoperable; however, they still lack semantics and composition is out of their focus. Furthermore, our proposition avoids enriching jGASW WSDL because they have a specific format and are understandable only by jGASW Engine. Thus specifications like OWL-S and WSMO does not support this kind of WSDL. We then choose to deal with jGASW descriptors and MOTEUR designed specifically for the biomedical background.

Taverna [27], seahawk [37], MOWserv [38] and many other tools enable building of workflows by connecting BioMoby [26] services in the bioinformatics area, and apply them in the neuroimaging domain. Although, the degree of complexity and heterogeneity of data and workflow constructions in the both domains are not the same. For us we do not want to miss the features, capability and flexibility of jGASW and MOTEUR software. They are a key consideration in the construction of image processing web services and workflows. For this reason we have chosen this strategy of annotating semantically their generic descriptors.

Web service composition has been the center of interest of manifold projects. W3C standards are ubiquitous and sometimes considered as a panacea for addressing many interoperability and standardization problems over the web services sharing and composition. However, they lack many notions which should be present in biomedical domain. Compared to our work, the OWL-S specification acts as a composer of workflow, rather than a monitoring tool, and this has a profound effect on how the specification is designed, the features it offers, and what neuroimaging expectations might be. Our approach does not meet OWL-S solutions.

DAML-S and WSMF do not address the issue of services composition and they do not consider purpose, parameter unit and business roles. Our approach address the issue of composition by giving a semi-automatic composition of neuroimaging web services and consider business roles and parameter unit throw data processing definition and verifications algorithms.

Our approach, from a conceptual corner of view, consist in proposing semantic web services ontology model whose main classes are grounded to foundational ontology DOLCE. It would allow to smartly articulate the model and domain ontologies OntoNeuroLOG based on foundational ontologies, and thus exploit these ontologies at design and execution runtime. And we benefit here from rich and well-documented axiomatization as to location in space and time, dependence and parthood, and to the fact that it relies on explicit structuration principles in the DOLCE foundational ontology firstly and in OntoNeuroLOG secondly. We address also the possibility to reason about entities and to map ontologies in the future. This ontology integration task could also cover the semantic mapping between input-variable and variable-value in the model and OntoNeuroLOG Datasets. Indeed considering our approach from an ontology design perspective, a significant effort.

Much more tests are still needed to assess the added value of this approach; like the use of the NeuroLOG semantic module to
query semantic data repository, or like the manual visualization by specialists of provenance information accorded to the descriptions of output images processed by image processing tools.

Semantically, according to the proposed model, we can compose workflows by considering them as single service having composite operation. Unfortunately, the MOTEUR tool does not take in account the possibility to do that because when a workflow is edited it is flattened to its atomic components (jGASW services). However, tool like OWL-S enable this kind of use.

6. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we are convinced that the semantic annotation of processing tools shared as web services is a key factor to stimulate and facilitate their appropriate re-use and interoperation in federated systems. This paper presents a new model for the semantic annotation of image processing tools and some semantic processing based on these annotations for services validation at design and execution time. The motivation for building a new model is the need to rely on domain ontology and the related foundational ontology. The second major contribution of this work is the implementation of some semantic services for checking consistency of workflows at design time and rule-based creation of semantic metadata associated to results of processing tools execution.

Future work should deal with improving the reasoning mechanisms to ensure automatic selection and discovery of jGASW services. This step should rest on the aforementioned algorithms; take in account the aforementioned crucial points like similarity detection, choreography and semantic patterns.
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